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im a huge fan of 808 kick, hihat, and hi-hats, but its rare when these samples are made by actual 808 and 909s. thus, the 808 kit on this pack are a bit of a rarity. they sound great, just like their smaller counterparts. theres not a single one thats too hissy, distorted, or lacking in volume, they all sound like an 808. as with most of goldbabys packs, theres really no repetition, and no kits
that do the same thing (instead, there are lots of different kits to choose from), but thats where its strength is. there should be some 808 sounds on your production arsenal, and theres not a single one in this pack that isnt unique or awesomely good. one of the nice things about getting a pack like this, is theres always enough gear to work with. if you want a set of snare drums from the
80s, there they are. if youre looking for a specific 808 kick, there you are. and with the plethora of synth presets, reverb presets, and drum machine presets, all in the pack, you are sure to find a sound youre a fan of. and with a base price of $10 for such an awesome pack, this is one thats well worth picking up. this pack fits on a raindrop; it fits in your pocket; it fits in your pants; and it
fits in your backpack. it fits in anyone. these sounds are the foundational ingredients for drum n bass, electro, and whatever else is in your ipod. theyll make you sound unique, and that will get you on the radio. and thats what matters. ok, so. lets talk about drum sounds. what kind? what kind of sounds? basically, i make drum sounds. there are some snare samples from my fav 808 and

one of the most classic drum machines ever made. i also have some of my favorite 808s and the holy grail drum machines; the sp-1200 and the gt-1000. this sample pack has everything youll need to get the sounds in your production pipeline. its a solid package and, at only $10, is a steal. purchase now and have it in time for the best of 2012!
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